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User Stories: 

5617 - As a user I want latest content to show up on the mosaic as soon as it is created 

6645 - As as user I want to be able to tag content by using hashtags in text (Companies and 

their sub-content) 

6758 - Change the order of the years on the date filter in events list to show future years 

BELOW current year 

6811 - As a user I want to see what is embeded when editing content 

7042 - As Elizabeth I want to be able to remove a member from my community/network and all 

groups (Bonus feature)  

7085 - As Elizabeth, I want to be able to moderate membership on my instance (Bonus feature) 

7128 - As a team we want to disable Companies feature for Groups 

7140 - Remove pagination from the mosaic 

7149 - As Elizabeth I want to moderate additional content types 

7219 - Douglas wants to copy/paste images in wisiwig fields 

7256 - As a team we want to improve the UX of our platform on mobile 

7424 - As a team we want Blogs creation button "Publish" to rename into "Submit" 

7479 - Allow all roles to add to view counter 

7487 - As a team we want to fix Editing Content connected to User that is not member of 

Instance 

7524 - As a developer, I want create and edit article controllers merged into one controller 

7583 - As a user, I want comments and other inline fields to look nice on mobile screens 

7594 - As a team we want to update our version of the Google Maps API 

7604 - As a team, we want to remove all auto-tag and ES weight tag functionality and data 

7712 - As a User i want to convert documents when editing 

7713 - As a user I want to be able to import word documents into Blogs 

7715 - Un merge taxonomy filter   
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Bugs: 

7548 - Allow delete/edit content if user doesn't exist on instance 

5382 - Empty instance picker when user is only member of network 

6096 - Comments are not detecting hypelinks if line break is not present 

6674 - Event (Total) Likes dropdown menu is inconsistent with rest of the informative dropdown 

menus 

7210 - Member created a company even if the feature Company is turned off 

7227 - content i am following not being marked as "following" 

7307 - Similar Question Widget Not Displaying Number of Replies 

7340 - widget panel not saving changes when using drag-and-drop to order widgets 

7363 - Groups: Manage: It's not possible to remove category 

7456 - View all button on Create Article widget should be present only if 3+ articles are being in 

process of importing 

7459 - Processing icon in Crete Article widget is larger than in the modal, inconsistency issue 

7461 - Endorsements list link doesn't work 

7476 - When user is not member of any instance, he is not able to join any instance 

7489 - Import doc - Article details are removed after import has finished 

7494 - Images on list page should fit within 225 x 150 container 

7500 - Url doesn't change if transition to state is from modal 

7505 - Hide to background option discard every change made after file import started in Article 

7507 - Discard word document import while prcessing will return file import error on Article 

modal 

7508 - Import Document never finish Processing if it is opened from background jobs list page 

while import 

7515 - Moderated content message is not as in sugested (and approved?) solution 

7533 - Text is not wraping around cover image on list pages 

7534 - Notification links for Recommendations are taking User on Home page  

7537 - Embeded content issues on Articles when removing/editing 

7540 - PATCH /api/widgetblocks/reorder not working 

7545 - Embedded content is sending duplicated request if pasting URL and clicking on Preview 

button 

7547 - Add location button show Basic info tab in Edit profile modal, not Contact info 

7549 - Text should have some padding space from cover image container on Articles 

7555 - Permission issues with Instance/Group that has closed membership 
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7584 - PUT /api/widgets/{eid} reorders widgetblock 

7648 - Under some circumstances the registration confirmation token is not valid 

7654 - Company Basic Info UI issues 

7658 - Manager Panel - Content moderation - Filter button count showing 0 for all results even 

there are results 

7662 - Cannot access TST and STG Admin panels 

7665 - Unable to conenct to Dropbox and Google Drive - Error 503 

7668 - Companies with name consisting only special characters can be saved but not accessed 

later 

7670 - Publishing question success message translation is wrong 

7673 - Articles created with Document Import cannot be Edited and have no counters 

7695 - Second import document to same article fails with upload 

7698 - Groups list page Category filter show 0 count for each category 

7706 - Endorsement on User throws Error 500 

7714 - Import document - import or re-import a document will create new drafts 

7739 - Import document - Attachments are not working with draft 


